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As I write this the 2016 season at Pine Creek Grist
Mill is over. The restoration crew has done the final
lubrication of the mill and cleaned all of the grist, old corn
and the elevator boots debris out of the building. If you ever
wonder why the mill is not considered suitable for producing
food fit for human consumption, all you have to do is see
what comes out of the elevator boots at the end of the
season. The mill is now sleeping until next April when we
will start it up for the 2017 season.
The last few months found us working on a variety
of projects along with the normal mill maintenance issues.
For example after working perfectly for a year the belt in the
basement that drives the millstone jackshaft suddenly
decided that it just had to tear out its splice. Every time you
splice a belt it gets ¾” shorter, eventually the belt becomes
too short to use and in this case the belt is very close to that
point.
One day while going down the stairs to the basement
Clarence Klauer noticed that a crack in the 166 year old beam
that supports the first floor above the stairs had widened.
Just to be safe he drilled a hole through the beam and we
installed a 5/8” bolt through the beam to reinforce it. One
less thing to worry about!
The Log Cabin
One of the big steps in the cabins completion has
been the installation of the floor. The floor is made from a
poured plastic composite material that is highly wear
resistant, nor can it rot. The floor was donated to the Friends
by David & Stacie Hoag owner of Ultimate Surfaces,
professional flooring installers.
Once the floor had been installed in the cabin we
could install the baseboard around the inside walls. The
baseboard covers the sill plate giving the cabin more of a
historic appearance. Gary Christensen brought the cedar
lumber out to the mill and the crew stained it. The next week
the stain had dried and we began to install the baseboard.
Around the base of the cabin walls a considerable amount
of mortar and wood had to be chiseled away to allow the
baseboard to fit tight against the logs.
The assembled bed is too large to manhandle down
the mill stairs so we lowered out of the third floor door with
a rope. Just to be ornery the bed swung right into the second

floor door, Dick Klauer had to shove it back out again and
finally we got it on the ground. With the help of one of our
visitors we got the bed over to the cabin and installed it in a
corner.
CORN
An ongoing problem for the last two years has been
securing a dependable supply of ear corn. The interpretive
program can easily use 50 to 60 bushels of ear corn every
year. As the problem became more acute this year one of
the members of the restoration crew Mr. Dick Stoltenburg
stepped forward with a solution.
Dick farms north of Durant, Iowa. He offered to
donate part of his corn crop to the mill. First some problems
had to be overcome. We had to wait until the corn had dried
sufficiently to prevent it from rotting in storage; we had to get
the ear corn picked and have something vermin proof to store
it in. Dick had an old gravity wagon on his property that he
had planned to send to the junk yard, with some work he got
wheels under it again and towed it to his machine shed. We
now had something to store the corn in.
Next came the problem of picking the corn, at first
we considered using volunteers from the Durant High School
to do the picking. Our Pine Mill luck of having the right person
step up at the right time happened again when one of Dick’s
neighbors Glen Sorgenfrey heard of our project. He showed
up the morning of our work day with one of his tractors.
Hitched to it and ready to go he had his father’s old two row
corn picker. Glen’s picker was in excellent condition and
ready to go to work. In about 30 minutes with Dick at the
wheel of the tractor he had nearly one hundred bushels of
ear corn picked.
Once the gravity wagon had been filled with ear corn
we had to fabricate a cover for the wagon that would keep
the vermin out and allow air to circulate. We built the cover
out of 2 X 4’s covered with hardware cloth (wire netting). A
compressed air powered stapler made putting the hardware
cloth in place fast and easy.
Next season Dick will bring corn to the mill on
Tuesday on a as needed basis. We have more than enough
for the 2017 season in storage. Next fall if all works out we
will be repeating this program.

Dick Stoltenburg and Clarence Klauer are
working on the log cabin cupboard.
Clarence is lowering the rope bed
out of the 3rd floor door of the mill to
the rest of us on the deck. From
there it went to the cabin.

Dick Klauer is chiseling back mortar and
logs that are in the way of the new cabin
baseboard that we installed.

Dick Stoltenburg is picking our 2017 supply
of ear corn at his farm with a two row picker
and the gravity wagon.

Here we all are in Dick Stoltenburg’s machine shed
assembling the frame work and hardware cloth cover
over the gravity wagon filled with corn.

